
The reliable and automatic capture of data plays a 
major role in the operation of highly efficient plants. 
Next to performance data of machines and plants the 
human plays the central role. Flexibility in the contact 
with employees, in particular with variable working 
hours, saves with lasting effect competence and 
knowledge, nevertheless, requires very adaptable 
solutions. 
The ISIPlus® - HRM takes over the automated 
capture, administration and evaluation of all data 
on working hours, admission authorisations and 
production times. Simple, adaptable and always 
clear.

Safety on first place
The ISIPlus® - HRM offers you the possibility to 
effectively control the access to your company 
and your production sphere and to protect against 
unjustified admission. 
ISIPlus® - HRM supports all modern technologies 
like for example RFID and SmartCards and offers 
you therewith the safe base to control personal 
accesses to places and machines. In this manner 
it’s possible to implant general security draughts, 
which accord employees for example shift-oriented 
access or respond time wise coordinated differently 
at admission standards. 
Hence, in the abuse or loss case ways and accesses 

can be understood also, as well as disabling single 
transponders without time delay. Cost-intensive 
changes in locking systems, as they appear with the 
loss of a key, belong thus to the past.

Ahead of the competition with continuous 
capture
The acceptance of the employees and the entire 
function extent are building the foundation of 
a successful Human Resource Management. 
Flexibility is as important as intuitive handling and 
the availability of the input options at the places 
where your employees are.
As a result ISIPlus® - HRM  is customised as a 
universal solution for your time registration duties 
and applicable in every typical environment.

In manufacturing 
your employees use registration terminals, which 
are placed at central positions Every solution from 
the Thin-Client up to the high-quality industrial PC 
for all environmental factors are applicable here.

In the office
your employees use  ISIPlus® - Tray and log in and 
out with personal username and password  directly  
in the Human Resource Management.

On the way
your employees use the company specific VPN-
access or an encoded Internet connection and book 
their times directly in the web interface of ISIPlus® 
- HRM.

For everything else
you can use  the SOAP-conform interface and have 
the liberty to integrate the  ISIPlus® - HRM into 
existing work routines and SOA-compatible software 
architectures.

Time can be handled
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Intuitive and everything quick at access
ISIPlus®  - HRM offers functions for all routine 
processes in the time registration of companies.

Working hours
Use “coming” - and “going” - booking entries to 
capture the everyday working hours fast and safe 
and allow administering of your business errands in 
the system. Every employee has thus a clear look 
at all his data relevant for working hours.

 

Vacation
Enter fast and secure the vacation of your 
employees. Deposit contingents for holiday days 
and give your employees direct access on the still 
available holiday entitlements. 
For the simplification of the internal  processes, 
holiday applications can be made directly by the 
employee in ISIPlus® - HRM. The deposited workflow 
informs the superior to check the application and 
to grant or to reject it. In any case, the employee 
receives the result directly. Lost holiday applications 
belong to the past.

Absence
Capture centrally notifications of sickness and 
planned longer absences as for example civilian or 
military service and special vacation.

Evaluation
The best capture of data is always only as good as 
the possibilities to evaluate the data structured. 
The ISIPlus® - Reporter does this job for you. As 
a mighty reporting-solution the reporter creates 
reports on the personnel times for the most different 
target groups, always conform to your needs. 
Combined with the role-based policy management 
of ISIPlus® you create reports on the working hours 
of the employees for the leadership team as reliably 
as for the accumulated working hours and holiday 
times of the whole staff.

Information seamlessly communicated
Use the flexibility of ISIPlus® and transmit the 
accumulated data into any target system. The 
ISIPlus® - DIS as a central communication 
component provides to you all communication 
ways to transmit data directly to ERP-systems like 
SAP, as well as to allocate in a chart in CSV or 
XML. Of course you can also exploit all the other 
communication possibilities of the ISIPlus® - DIS to 
communicate your data to the place where they are 
needed.

ISIPlus® - HRM – Human  Resource 
Management as adaptable as simple
ISIPlus® HRM makes the entire solution for the 
administration of your personnel time available 
to you. The easy and adaptable use raises the 
acceptance of the system and increases the 
productiveness by the discontinuation of bureaucracy 
and administration duties. An advantage compared 
to the competition is the consequence and helps 
you to save your market position.
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We are available for further information to you with 
pleasure. We are glad about your establishment 
of contact. 


